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Introduction:
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) and mass
spectrometry (MS) provide complementary
information on the structure and composition of
analytes. Increasingly, each technique is being
taken into the field to quickly identify chemicals of
interests such as explosives or narcotics. However,
users have paid a price for the portability of
previous fieldable instruments: poor performance
and/or a single dimension of separation. In this
work, we present a fieldable IMS-MS system with
uncompromised IMS and MS system performance.
The desktop system integrates a high performance
atmospheric pressure IMS with a linear ion trap
MS enabling chemical separation and identification
based on both ion mobility and m/z. The IMS-MS
system can detect chemicals based on their ion
mobility and the introduce the same sample into
the MS for m/z identification. The ion mobility-mass
two-dimensional (2D) chemical analysis can only
be realized on laboratory scale models, now
become a fieldable compact instrument.

Methods:

Results:

The Excellims MC3100 is comprised of an atmospheric pressure
drift tube ion mobility cell coupled to a linear ion trap mass
spectrometer. After mobility separation, one or more ions packets
may be selectively passed by a physical valve to the mass analyzer
for confirmation or identification.

Conclusions
This study illustrated the construction of a compact IMS
-MS system and demonstrated the performance of the
system

1. Two-Dimensional Separation
IMS-MS handles cases that IMS alone cannot. Occasionally, peaks coelute from
the drift tube. Mass spectrometry provides higher resolution secondary separation as
well as molecular weight and fragmentation information for confident identification.

• High resolution ion mobility separation (R >70)
• Unit mass resolution over mass range 20-2800 Da

Under the selected IMS conditions, cocaine and venlafaxine are not resolved,
even with a FWHM resolving power of 60 (figure 4). Mass analysis of the peak at
11.4 ms can easily distinguish the two
compound (figures 5 and 6). Each mass
spectrum is a single scan performed on ions
collected during a single 20 ms mobility
separation.

Figure 1: Block diagram of IMS-MS system. Timed valve permits sampling of mobilityseparated ions with millisecond resolution and microsecond precision.

Figure 4: IMS of Cocaine and Venlafaxine. Each compound
is well-resolved, but similar mobilities make separation a
challenge without optimizing conditions.
IMS Parameters:

The IMS-MS system provides lab-quality performance in a
compact, fieldable form factor. Outer dimension are 17”H x 16”W x
21”L, excluding the interchangeable ion source. Total system weight
is 35 kg including all pumps and gas supply.
Mass
Power

43 cm

All samples were analyzed using Excellims
MC3100 IMS-MS system. Sample introduction
method includes an electrospray ionization for
direct infusion of liquid samples and a thermal
desorber for solid samples on a swab.
In the field, it is often necessary to rapidly
distinguish illicit narcotics from legal
pharmaceuticals. Venlafaxine, Cocaine, and
MDMA standards (Sigma) were diluted to stock
solutions. These solutions were spotted onto PTFE
-coated fiberglass swabs (DSA Detection). Once
dry, the swabs were introduced to our heated
source for vaporization and charged by the ion
cloud created by the AC dielectric barrier discharge
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(DBD) source . They were then analyzed by the
IMS-MS system and the results were used to
create a library of drift times and diagnostic
masses, typically the M+H cation.

Design:

35 kg
250 W continuous
1 kW at startup
Resolving Power
IMS: 60-80
(FWHM)
MS: up to 1500
Sensitivity
< 1 ng solid sample
< 100 ppb solution
Mass Range
20 to 2800
Mass Stability
±0.15 Da daily
IMS + MS Analysis Time ~500 ms
Price
Upon Request

Field: 320 V/cm
Drift gas: Dried breathing air, 1.0 LPM
Pressure: Ambient
Temperature: 180 °C

Figure 5: Mobility-selected mass spectrum of
Venlafaxine. IMS reactant ion peak is excluded
from the trap, greatly reducing chemical noise.

• Sequential 2D chemical identification based on their
ion mobility and m/z
• Using ion mobility to pre-filter a mixture of ions and
selective introduce ions into MS for improved S/N

IMS-MS expands the capabilities of MS.
Isobaric compounds such as stereoisomers
are a challenge for a standalone MS but can
be separated in the IMS based on
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conformational differences . The IMS also
acts as a filter, permitting the MS to
accumulate only the species of interest for
analysis. For more information on
accumulation of non-volatile compounds, see
our other poster (WP225).

Figure 6: Mobility-selected mass spectrum of
Cocaine.
MS Parameters for Figure 5 & 6:
Pressure: 1.2 x10-5 torr air
Scan Rate: 5 kDa/sec
Tickle Voltage: 2.0 V

The 2D compact IMS-MS chemical identification
system can be used in the field like common IMS system
for chemical detection; it can also be used in common
laboratory for chemical analysis. The advantages of an
IMS-MS compared to an MS-only system is obvious. In
this case, added ion mobility dimension can be used to
resolve isomers and other coeluting compounds from
HPLC. In the future, an IMS-MS system can potentially
be used in the place HPLC-MS in many routine analysis.
An example application for Vitamin D analysis will be
presented at WP225.

Gate width: 100 µs
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2. MS Performance
In confirmation mode, the IMS-MS system is sensitive enough to detect less than 1 ng of samples with
MW under 500 Da. For compounds in this range, mass accuracy is ±0.15 Da. The instrument also
performs well at high mass, with a confirmed mass range above m/z 2800 (figure 7). The resolving
power does not appear to deteriorate across the working range; the FWHM resolving power is
approximately 1000 in figures 5 & 6 and exceeds 1200 in
figure
7
(see
inset).
Unit
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163
135
rates slower than 12 kDa/s.
[M+H]+ = m/z

Figure 2: The MC3100 compact IMS-MS system exterior and specification.
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3. Tandem Mass Spectrometry
The pattern of fragments generated in MS/MS experiments Figure 7: MS of commercial ESI tune mix MS Parameters:
Pressure: 2.0 x10 torr
Scan Rate: 19.5 kDa/sec
permits confident identification by comparison to a library or
Tickle Voltage: 5.0V
Source: ESI, 1700V
structural elucidation of new compounds. The IMS-MS system
is capable of performing broadband collision inducted dissociation (CID) by controlling the inlet conditions or compoundspecific CID by applying an AC tickle potential. Figure 8 presents the structural information generated by tandem MS of
MDMA.
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The mass analyzer is an unstretched linear ion trap with
traditional hyperbolic geometry. Resonance ejection and a
linear RF ramp were used to generate mass spectra.
Figure 8: MDMA fragments generated by broadband CID.
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